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THE DELIBERATIVE EXPERIMENT

• Why citizens’ assemblies?

• Which topics are suited?

• Connections with policymakers

• Connections with the mass public and mass media 



WHY CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLIES?



THE BACKGROUND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Austerity and the aftermath of the Great Recession in 2008substantial changes to the party system, with the 2011 election recording extreme inter party volatility.  Fianna Fail’s defeat was one of the largest recorded among parliamentary democracies. Other major institutions were also under increasing scrutiny, including the Catholic Church, the banking system and the civil service. There was a general feeling that a general overhaul was required polticla reform,iereformcard.ieThe parties’ manifestos reflected this perception in the general election of 2011, where there were promises of democratic innovations, including promises for a citizen’s assembly or constitutional convention. Partly as a result, Fine Gael and Labour entered the government on promises to radically reform how politics operate on the island. manifestos�



IRELAND’S FIRST DELIBERATIVE EXPERIMENT - WE THE 
CITIZENS 

• Can’t trust 
ordinary 
people

• Will be mad 
proposals

Critics (Journalists, civil society etc) 
say…..

• Already have 
a parliament

• Ireland is 
different

Trust People.. Listen
Must be randomly selected NOT 
usual suspects
What matters to them NOT 
representatives
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Lots of reasons why would not work A key input was an experimental citizens’ assembly, We, the Citizens held after the 2011 electionPhilanthropy. Irish Times. Around the County first.  Weekend ddeliebrtaion., Two Topics. Random Selection. Polling CompanyNorms of Deliberation: demonstrated the potential to implement a form of deliberative democracy, especially citizen’s assemblies in Ireland.Showed that change attit8udes: make trade-offs and that there was a separate deliberation and information  effect The experiment was persuasive for the government to implement the Programme for Government commitment to a constitutional convention



THE IRISH PROCESSES AND RESULTS 

• The Convention on the Constitution (2012-2014);  
Marriage Equality Etc.

• The Citizens’ Assembly (2016-2018);  Abortion, 
Climate Change

• The Citizens’ Assembly (2020-21);  Gender 
Equality

• The Citizens’ Assembly (2022) Dublin; 
Biodiversity

• Referendums  v Legislation
• Polling co/ Postal recruitment
• Broad and narrow issues
• Values and Choices
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Success; Lobbied, Led to first so I will talk about these processes and reflect on the results



WHICH TOPICS ARE SUITED



Electoral Reform: 
British Columbia, Ontario and 

the Netherlands. Ireland.

Moral/ social 
Issues: Ireland

Policy, Climate, Biodiversity 
and more
Ireland, Scotland, England, France, 

Denmark..Estionia and more

Presenter Notes
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FRAMING

• Values Easier
• Narrow Better than Broad 
• Time for Evidence V Time For 

Deliberation 
• Clear Choices
• Types of Evidence. Expert. Interests,, 

Experiences.
• Video. Audio. Text.
• Artificial Super Majorities.



EVIDENCE

• Experts

• Vested Interests

• Real world experience

• Experiential learning



CONNECTIONS WITH 
POLICYMAKERS



PERSUASION FOR POLITICIANS AND 
POLICYMAKERS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carty workshops, media, etcDeliberative polling in many placesWent to politicians and policymakers, including the deputy prime minister. Worried about competitionAlso media hired former pol editor of the national broadcaster, The chair of the national tehatre



POLITICIANS IN THE ROOM AND IN 
COMMITTEE: PROS AND CONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Carty workshops, media, etcDeliberative polling in many placesWent to politicians and policymakers, including the deputy prime minister. Worried about competitionAlso media hired former pol editor of the national broadcaster, The chair of the national tehatre



Constitutional Convention (2012-2014)

POLITICIANS AND CITIZENS TOGETHER

Presenter Notes
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Politicians who attended included senior Fine Gael party members such as Frances FitzGerald and Charlie Flanagan, who would both go on to become ministers and Sinn Fein leaders Gerry Adams and Mary Lou McDonald. The latter represented their party during the discussion on the issue of presidential votes from abroad. Despite worries that politicians would dominate the discussion, no evidence was found that that was the caseSimilar levels agree or disagree that some members tend to dominate. :Also not found in interview evidencePoliticians are more likely to favour change: expect on electoral systems!! It was also clear that the participating politicians highly regarded the Convention and its processes. This was undoubtedly a factor in the decision to repeat the process during the next governmental cycle (Farrell et al., 2021). 



SOME RESEARCH: INTERNAL DYNAMICS

Epistemic quality (Suiter, Farrell, Harris, Murphy 2021 Perspective taking and reflection (Muradova 
2021)

compares the debate quality in the plenary sessions of an Irish 
Citizens’ Assembly and an Irish parliamentary committee t
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TWO PapersPaper 1compares the debate quality in the plenary sessions of an Irish Citizens’ Assembly and an Irish parliamentary committee tepistemic effect of deliberation on abortion should facilitate nuanced multi-layered discussion that is both ‘deeper’ in being based on multi-faceted arguments and ‘wider’ in terms of a more accommodative viewThe analysis deploys the psychological concept of ‘cognitive complexity’. We find that members of the Citizens’ Assembly demonstrate a deeper cognitively complex grasp of the subject matter. In contrast, experts and parliamentarians tend to adjust their mode of delivery at a parliamentary committee reflecting the conflictual and strategic aspects of political debates in such a forum.Paper 2 Lala Muradova looks at whther  deliberation is capable of prompting reflective political reasoning in particular eliciting the process of perspective-taking  relying on qualitative indepth interview data and quantitative survey datat citizens’ dispositional perspective-taking influence the effectiveness of deliberation in activating reflective political reasoning among citizen deliberators. In other words, while deliberation may provide the forum in which perspective-taking and reflection are activated, dispositional perspective-taking is a pre-requisite for these processes.



THE IRISH MODEL: A TIGHT COUPLING?

o The opportunities and challenges of a top-down system
oThe role of government
oThe role of expertise; vested interests and advocates 
oThe opportunities and challenges of institutionalization



CONNECTIONS WITH MASS 
PUBLIC AND MASS MEDIA



THE CONVENTION ON THE CONSTITUTION: RESULTS

o Repealed blasphemy
o Reform of Parliamentary rules… (Lynch et al 2017)
o Referendum on presidential age failed to pass
o Significant value shift along the deep seated liberal-conservative          
political cleavage (Elkink, Farrell, Reidy, Suiter 2015)

The first country to legalize 
marriage equality by popular vote

Yes = 62.1%; 
No = 37.9%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First country to legalize marriage equality  by popular voteThat Assembly or Constitutional Convention called for a referendum on marriage equality which was then put to the people on 22 May 2015 and was passed with a plurality of 62% of the vote. The resulting images of crowds celebrating in the courtyard of Dublin Castle beamed their way around the world and were marked down as a critical success by the then coalition government.positive affirmation in polls internationally...but age of president did not apss.. same day as marriage equality...Lycnh paper goes through all the standing order etc.Also Elkink paper on vote and transformation from conservative to liberalBUT�gender equality: referendum to delete the women in the home clause.. But Charlie Flanagan. Fiscal Issues. Next assembly�



o Successful referendum to legalize abortion (Elkink et al 2018)

o Declaration of climate emergency in parliament and Climate Bill (Devaney et al, 2020)

o Ageing and Referendums put to touch; no links to representative system

THE CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY (2016-2018): RESULTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
again success, crowds cheering in dubin castleIntl such a polarizing issue.Other proposals l in legislation and policy 
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They can help to move the policy agenda along, providing useful breathing space for politicians…. Our view (one that is shared pretty widely) is that we probably wouldn’t have had the abortion and marriage equality referendums but for the crucial role played by the Irish deliberative mini-publics)They can help to inform wider political and media debates about the complexities of the issue being considered (compare the Brexit and abortion referendums)They can help to inform the wider citizenry about the issues (here we might perhaps show the two graphs from our exit poll data?), and in so doing they can, perhaps, help to instil a sense among the wider citizenry that they can have a ‘voice’, that representative democracy can include regular citizens…The fact that senior Irish politicians value the role of CAs is shown by the decision to establish two more – the next one due to start in the next month or so





EXPLAINING THE ‘YES’ VOTE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These results offer insight into how societal processes such as rapid secularisation, generational replacement and democratic innovations shape politics. Moreover, voters who were aware of the deliberative innovation were more likely to support the liberal referendum option and were voters who trusted itTo increase willingness to deviate from the status quo, engaging citizens actively in the debate is a fruitful approach.



EXTERNAL LINKS: CORRECTING MISPERCEPTIONS?

Mean Change in Misperceptions Across Experimental Conditions
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Presentation Notes
As misperceptions undermine the factual basis for public debate, they pose a serious challenge for expert knowledge and the democratic legitimacy of public policy that is informed by expert evidence. We theorize that deliberative citizen forums can be an effective source to correct public misperceptions while closing the gap between experts and citizens. We further explain the causal mechanisms underlying this relationship. We test our theoretical argument empirically in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic through two survey-based online experiments in the US and Ireland (N=3328). Our findings show that deliberative forums, as trusted information proxies, can be effective in correcting public misperceptions about the origin of the virus and are as effective as an expert correction when the expert correction explicitly asserts a scientific consensus. Our findings suggest that deliberative forums may be a promising avenue for addressing misperceptions about politicised knowledge while contributing to the health of democracies.



WHERE NEXT?



CONCLUSIONS

• Strong Coupling:  links to direct and representative 
democratic systems

• Top down in terms of subject matter 
• Danger of instrumentalization

• Link to specific questions/choices and values
• Different types of evidence crucial.
• Personal real world experience crucial

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Minipubics are citizen’s assemblies are but one part of a wider political system (Parkinson and Mansbridge 2012) and key to their impact is how they are occupied within the wider system, with some calling for a pre-referendum  scrutiny phase to be introduced (Gastil and Richards 2013). Such a system allows citizens’ assemblies to play a discursive role in the focussed discussion on arguments that have been scrutinised within a deliberative forum (Niemeyer and Jennstål 2018). In this regard,  Ireland’s linking of some citizens’ assemblies with referendums is notable. Of course, not all issues are linked, but since the first referendum linked to a citizen’s assembly in 2015 of the five referendums put to the people only one was not preceded by a citizens’ assembly. That exception was a relatively minor and uncontroversial tweak of the divorce referendum provisions. Research has found that integrating the deliberative structure into the pre-referendum phase of a campaign can deliver systematic improvements in outcomes such as an alignment between values and vote  (Suiter and Reidy 2020). In this way we can see that there are potential synergies between direct and deliberative democracy and that one can support the other resulting in an improved infarction environment with the possibility of improving both subjective and objective knowledge.However, there are potential issues with the strength of the so-called designed coupling of the citizens’ assembly with other institutions. While a relatively tight coupling  facilitates outcomes are too tight and it can compromise the independence or allow the assembly to be abused instrumentally. 
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